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The best combo bots in our testing were the EcoVacs Rocket Max
floor-cleaning robot and the Roborock S5 Max robot vacuum-mop

combination. The Rocket Max from EcoVacs is the first robotic cleaner
that weve actually been able to recommend with confidence. Its
combination of third-party-designed washable clothing, machine

learning that lets it grasp debris, and a high-fidelity navigation system
makes it the best cleaner overall. But the key is that it doesnt have to

be entirely clean to begin cleaning. Thats both an advantage and a
challenge. Robotic cleaners like the EcoVacs Rocket Max, Shark AI,
and Roborock S5 Max, which cost more than mop attachment-only

models, are more reliable than most conventional mop and pad
attachments, and offer more control over cleaning areas. But they

have to start cleaning in order to do their jobs. By contrast, the
Roborock S5 Max, which costs the same as other combo bots, is a

decent robot thatll do a good job by itself. But itll take a bit of work to
get it cleaned up and ready for the next session, and it doesnt include

any navigation. To date, we have not seen an auto-fill model at this
price. Many of these models are more expensive than the m6, with

prices between $1,000 and $1,500. We do think the Roborock S5 Max
is a good choice if youre looking for the best navigation and cleaning
ability for the money. Its one of the very few models weve seen that
uses water jets on the front wheels instead of the rear. And while you
do have to do a bit of setup and cleanup, its one of the easier models

to set up than our pick.
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The Braava Jet 240 does bring some potential advantages to the
table. First, it works quietly, which is good for those of us who live in
apartments and can be sensitive to noisy appliances and other home
acoustics. And unlike some comparable products, the Jet 240 cannt
move onto hard surfaces like countertops or coffee tables during its
cleaning and ruin what it considers to be valuable flooring. Although

this is a big limitation, the Jet 240 can actually feel a lot like a
traditional Swiffer with its scrubbing motion. Theres a thorough soak

down after each pass, and the pad scrubs away dust and dirt,
grabbing suctioned debris along the way. This kind of cleaning could
be perfect for small, frequently-used spaces like a kid's play room or
common family room. And the Braava Jets navigation feels very good
on other rooms, since it's fully automatic and simply moves in rows.
On a pretty large room (our test area was about 6,000 square feet) it

navigated efficiently, with few stops or dinks, but it did stop more
often on surfaces like painted walls and the tops of furniture pieces.
Theres no integrated dusting or vacuuming functionality, but (as we

saw in the navigation mode) the pads can be changed, and, if
configured for that, that could cut down on the amount of dust that

gets vacuumed up. The Swiffer WetJet lets you use a regular cleaning
pad, a microfiber cleaning pad or the extra-long microfiber cleaning
pad. Thats a pretty good spread of mopping power, but the machine
itself isnt as maneuverable as most upright vacuums or robot mops.

Swiffers two-in-one mop/vac-mop combo wasnt as maneuverable as a
robot mop. Swiffers two-in-one mop/vac-mop combo wasnt as

maneuverable as a robot mop. It had a shorter frame than the robots
I was using, and was designed to move through a relatively small
space. Its one advantage is its long handle: You can dip far into

corners (including under furniture) with a grip on the handle, but you
can only pull it away with the handle, and pulling it away doesnt

mean its completely done cleaning. The Bissell duo had the
advantage of a moving head that could hop over furniture, and a little

bit of manual-shuttle action to lower and raise it. 5ec8ef588b
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